Differential cardiovascular responses to cutaneous afferent subtypes in a nociceptive intersegmental spinal reflex.
Electrical stimulation to segmental dorsal cutaneous nerves (DCNs) activates a nociceptive sensorimotor reflex and the same afferent stimulation also evokes blood pressure (BP) and heart rate (HR) responses in rats. To investigate the relationship between those cardiovascular responses and the activation of nociceptive afferents, we analyzed BP and HR responses to electrical stimulations at each DCN from T6 to L1 at 0.5 mA to activate A-fiber alone or 5 mA to activate both A- and C-fibers at different frequencies. Evoked cardiovascular responses showed a decrease and then an increase in BP and an increase and then a plateau in HR. Segmentally, both cardiovascular responses tended to be larger when evoked from the more rostral DCNs. Stimulation frequency had a larger effect on cardiovascular responses than the rostrocaudal level of the DCN input. Stimulation strength showed a large effect on BP changes dependent on C-fibers whereas HR changes were dependent on A-fibers. Additional A-fiber activation by stimulating up to 4 adjacent DCNs concurrently, but only at 0.5 mA, affected HR but not BP. These data support that cutaneous nociceptive afferent subtypes preferentially contribute to different cardiovascular responses, A-fibers to HR and C-fibers to BP, with temporal (stimulation frequency) and spatial (rostrocaudal level) dynamics.